
Subject Re: PCSD board response to snow removal complaint 

From Matt Goldsmith <goldhsu@gmail.com> 

To <secretary@ponderosacsd.com> 

Date 2021-12-02 4:17 pm 

 

 

Dear PCSD Board.  I'm delighted that Mr. Dolmovic has seen through the haze of his drunken behavior and 

quit.  The community will be much safer.  I did not appreciate Mr. Dolmovic's absurd, incoherent, letter that 

accused me of being a liar.  What a sad state affairs Mr. Dolmovic has turned into late in life; from drunk 

driving to real estate racketeering.  Rest assured future generations of Ponderosa will be aware of what can 

happen when one person holds too much influence over the people and workings of the community.   

 

However your investigation was seriously flawed. First, I was never questioned regarding what I witnessed 

by anyone representing the PCSD. Besides personally witnessing his behavior myself, Mr. Dolmovic was 

involved in a documented vehicle accident with Ponderosa cabin owner, Craig Parish, while intoxicated. 

 Was this investigated by the board?  I do not consider this matter settled by any means.  I seriously doubt 

the puppets of Mr. Dolmovic who occupy the board and staff of the PCSD will make any serious inquiry or 

action regarding his continued, long documented, belligerent behavior.   

 

It is unfortunate that the PCSD board will continue to enable Mr. Dolmovic by purchasing his equipment 

rather than sending it to the recycling yard where it belongs. I consider the sum you paid for Mr. Dolmovic's 

outdated, obsceltle equipment to be a horrible abuse of power and misconduct.  I believe the only reason 

PCSD purchased this equipment was at the recommendation of Mr. Cope.  Mr. Cope is a former employee 

of Mr. Dolmovic and that is a legal conflict of interest.  I encourage you to cut all ties with Mr. Cope as an 

employee, board member, or consultant if you are to gain any credibility in the eyes of any objective 

observer, let alone the community of Ponderosa.    

 

Furthermore, I encourage all previous High Sierra Snow Removal employees to join together in a lawsuit 

that would address not receiving prevailing wage while employed by High Sierra Snow Removal.  This is a 

documented, intentional, and  illegal action acknowledged by the County of Tulare RMA Department and 

Mr. Dolmovic himself.  William Dolmovic clearly signed the contract for snow removal stating that High 

Sierra Snow Removal would pay prevailing wage.  By not taking legal action against Mr. Dolmovic and 

High Sierra Snow Removal these former employees are saying to themselves and future generations of 

workers that it is ok to be taken advantaged of financially.   

 

Finally, I am requesting minutes to all closed PCSD meetings for the last 12 months (10/01/2020-

10/01/2021).  I am requesting a copy of every invoice paid by the PCSD for the past 12 months 

(10/01/2020-10/01/2021).  I am requesting a copy of every cleared or cancelled check from the PCSD bank 

account (10/01/2020-10/01/2021).  I am requesting every internal PCSD communication (email, recounted 

verbal conversation, recounted phone calls) regarding my original letter concerning Mr. Dolmovic's drunk 

driving and all details concerning your investigation.  I am requesting a copy of every transaction paid by 

board members and staff to Mr. Dolmovic or his companies (Aspen Real Estate or High Sierra Removal) 

dating back to 01/01/2017.   

Sincerely, Matthew Goldsmith 
Jordan-Slate Earthwork, Inc. 
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